Dear members,
last Wednesday we had a meeting of the board to discuss the different aspects regarding the
tournaments we are going to celebrate during 2016 and about the change of the age to become
“Senior” now with 50 years according to the new norm of the Spanish Federation of golf. We took
the following decisions:
Categories:
We accept the new norms for “Seniors” that they are considered as such with 50 years. The RFA
in their future tournaments has extended the categories and added the “Master Senior” for players
with over 70 years of age.
We have checked our data base in order to know how many “Master Seniors” we have, and
according to the birth-dates we have we found out that the 41% of our members are more than 70
years young. Between the men it is a 45%, while from the ladies it is a 28%.
Like this in future tournaments we are going to have a first and second category for men from 50
to 69 years plus one category for Master Seniors that have handicap from 0 to 26,4.
The future prices will be: trophy for the winner of each category plus sport-material, second and
third get sport-material. We will have like always a raffle for those less lucky ones and will continue
with the special prices for the closest to pin and best second shot of ladies and men.
For the tournaments we recommend and ask to mind the following:
1) we recommend to pay the green-fees in cash as the payment with credit-cards always
slows down the collecting from the clubs and delay the start at the programmed time.
2) the players should be present at the club at least one hour before the programmed start to
avoid the delays.
3) according to the rules of the federation the groups should be composed by order of the
handicap of the players.
4) it can be allowed that two friends play in the same group if they have a similar handicap.
The player with the lower handicap will have to play in the group that corresponds to the
player with the higher handicap.
5) the inscriptions for the tournaments are to be made at the web-site, by email to the
secretario@asga-golf.com (RECOMMENDED) or direct to the club.
Yearly quote for ASGA:
Due to the fact that the financial funds of ASGA are completely below zero and only very few
sport-material is left it is necessary to raise the yearly fee from
€ 50 to € 60 in order to be able to equip the price-giving of the 14 tournaments with sufficient
material for the different categories and the usual raffle.

Data base and web-site:
In order to lower costs for the dominium of the website and the hosting of our mails we have
reduced to one server. We therefore ask you to use from now on the new e-mails that figure in the
website and finish with …@asga-golf.com
On the other side we see that from many members we miss the mobile telephones and their email address. It is very important for us to be able to communicate with our members by electronic
mail and not only with the website. Within a short time we are going to publish a list on our website
with the names of those members whose e-mails are unknown so that they can inform us as soon
as possible.

Change of course for the first two tournaments:
En error had occurred to the direction of Rio Real for the programmed date and we had to change
the event with El Chaparral. Like this our first tournament will be held at the El Chaparral course
the 14th of January and the second at Rio Real the 4th of February. Kindly take notice.
This is all the information that you should have for the moment and I take the chance to wish to all
of you a Happy Christmas and a year 2016 with a lot of health, nice weather and optimal
conditions to play golf.
With my best regards

Adolfo Pedevilla
President
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